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The laboratory is a positive-pressure cleanroom system, with the operating 
room system protecting the operator and a design for storage examined until 

transferred to the laboratory.
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Overcome
restrictions

on field visits

Convenient for both 
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Quickly
and

safely



Positive pressure clean room control the     
pressure inside the chamber is always positive

The air will flow from the top of booth and go 
through HEPA (H 13) filter to provide clean air 
environment inside

Safety

A sample storage cabinet that maintains the 
temperature to the standards CDC

CCTV system to check the surrounding situation 
while working

Communicate with service recipients through the 
broadcasting system

Secure

Sample collection operations designed for 
operators to collect samples by inserting hands 
through rubber gloves

Room disinfection system with ozone sterilizer

Confident

Internet WIFI systems within the car provide a variety 
of connection Application

Install a Mobile power generator can work even 
without a power station

Optional 

ANTEROOM

HEPA FILTERGLOVE PORT

FLUID SPRAY SYSTEM

SAMPLE STORAGE INFECTIOUS 
WASTE PASSAGES
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Positive pressure clean room control the     
pressure inside the chamber is always positive

The air will flow from the top of booth and go 
through HEPA (H 13) filter to provide clean air 
environment inside

Safety

A sample storage cabinet that maintains the 
temperature to the standards CDC

CCTV system to check the surrounding situation 
while working

Communicate with service recipients through the 
broadcasting system

Secure

Sample collection operations designed for 
operators to collect samples by inserting hands 
through rubber gloves

Room disinfection system with ozone sterilizer

Confident

Internet WIFI systems within the car provide a variety 
of connection Application

Install a Mobile power generator can work even 
without a power station

Optional 

ANTEROOM

GLOVE PORT

HEPA FILTER

2 INFECTIOUS 
WASTE PASSAGES

FLUID SPRAY SYSTEM

SAMPLE STORAGE 

The pressure display 
screen in cleanroom
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